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confusion exists due to another man in the records sharing his

name.[1] In 1707 Hawkins was called to the bar. He later served as
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deputy chief justice of the Brecon circuit in 1719, and in 1724 he

advanced to the rank of serjeant-at-law.[2] Hawkins began writing

on legal matters in 1711. A Treatise of the Pleas of the Crown, first

published in 1716, represented an advancement in both analysis

and in detail when compared to the earlier exposition of English

criminal law written by Sir Edward Coke (1552 – 1634).[3] In

addition to this book, Hawkins also edited an abridgment of Coke

upon Littleton, and a new edition of the Statutes at Large.[4]

Evidence for Inclusion in Wythe's Library

Listed in the Jefferson Inventory of Wythe's Library as Hawkin's P.

C. fol. and given by Thomas Jefferson to Dabney Carr. We do not

know which edition Wythe owned. The Brown Bibliography [5]

includes the first edition while George Wythe's Library [6] on

LibraryThing indicates "Precise edition unknown. Folio editions

(in two volumes) were published at London in 1716-21, 1724, 1739

and 1762." Because we don't know which edition Wythe owned,

the Wolf Law Library moved a mixed set (volume one, first edition

1716; volume two, second edition, 1726) from another rare book

collection to the George Wythe Collection.

Description of the Wolf Law Library's copy

Mixed set: volume one is the first edition (1716); volume two is the

second edition (1726). Set recently rebound in full maroon with

black labels and marbled end papers. Purchased through the

generosity of Daniel W. Baran and Lena Stratton Baran, Class of

1936.

Images of the library's copy of this book are available on Flickr.

View the record for this book in volume one  and volume two  of

this book in William & Mary's online catalog.

Full text

Volume I  (26MB PDF)

Volume II  (47MB PDF)
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External Links

Read volume one of this book in Google Books.
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